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 The study examines language dimensions of mathematical word problems and the classification of mathematical 

word problems according to these dimensions with unsupervised machine learning (ML) techniques. Previous 
research suggests that the language dimensions are important for mathematical word problems because it has an 

influence on the linguistic complexity of word problems. Depending on the linguistic complexity students can have 

language obstacles to solve mathematical word problems. A lot of research in mathematics education research 

focus on the analysis on the linguistic complexity based on theoretical build language dimensions. To date, 

however it has been unclear what empirical relationship between the linguistic features exist for mathematical 
word problems. To address this issue, we used unsupervised ML techniques to reveal latent linguistic structures 

of 17 linguistic features for 342 mathematical word problems and classify them. The models showed that three- 

and five-dimensional linguistic structures have the highest explanatory power. Additionally, the authors consider 

a four-dimensional solution. Mathematical word problem from the three-dimensional solution can be classify in 

two groups, three- and five-dimensional solutions in three groups. The findings revealed latent linguistic 

structures and groups that could have an implication of the linguistic complexity of mathematical word problems 
and differ from language dimensions, which are considered theoretically. Therefore, the results indicate for new 

design principles for interventions and materials for language education in mathematics learning and teaching. 

Keywords: language dimensions, mathematical word problems, linguistic complexity, machine learning, 

unsupervised machine learning 
 

INTRODUCTION  

Mathematical word problems are a typically exercises for mathematics instruction. Specific for word problems are, that beside 

mathematical requirements also language requirements are very important (Abedi et al., 2020). One aspect of this language 

requirements is the linguistic complexity of word problems (Martiniello, 2008, 2009). The linguistic complexity is particular high 

for word problems with academic (and mathematics) language (Biber & Gray, 2016; Snow & Uccelli, 2009). On the perspective of 

different mathematical task types, it can be assumed that the influence of linguistic complexity can be high for word problems, 

especially with real world context (Verschaffel et al., 2020). This is supported by studies comparing monolingual and bilingual 

students (or learners with a migration background). Regarding to this, Heinze et al. (2007) point out that the language proficiency, 

for certain mathematical problems (different subscales), has an influence on the construction of mental representations (e.g., 

mental models (vom Hofe et al., 2005)). This applies to word problems with real world context, whereas simple addition and 

subtraction tasks are less dependent on the language proficiency. The individual language proficiency of students has an influence 

how good word problem are solved which are embedded in a real-world context, because of the higher linguistic complexity of 

the word problems (Pongsakdi et al., 2020). Furthermore, Daroczy et al. (2020) assume that first, text features and content features 

exist independently and second, text features and content features exist intrinsically related to each other (cognitive function of 

academic language). This in turn can have an impact on how linguistic complexity affects solving the word problem (Daroczy et 

al., 2015). Therefore, dimensional language approaches in mathematics education research could help to structure and classify 

language in word problems and to make implication on the linguistic complexity (Prediger et al., 2019) and helping educational 

researchers and educators to know which language structures can be a possible obstacle in solving word problems and to 

subsequently develop suitable action plans for classroom instructions (Schleppegrell & O’Halloran, 2011). Most of language 

dimensional approach build dimensions according to theoretical considerations. Machine learning (ML) is a newly high statically 

approach in educational research, e.g., for natural language processing (NLP) application (Alexopoulou et al., 2017). Such 

approaches could help to make empirical submissions about the linguistic dimensional structures e.g., of mathematical word 
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problems (Biber & Gray, 2013a). These linguistic structures could help to explore the linguistic complexity of word problems and 

to classify mathematical word problems along these structures to make implication on the linguistic complexity of specific groups 

of mathematical word problems. Therefore, the study focuses on the exploration and the classification of the dimensional 

linguistic structures of mathematical word problems with ML approaches.  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Linguistic Complexity of Mathematical Word Problems 

Mathematical problems can be numerical or can be phrased in words. Word problems are typical problems for mathematics 

instruction and are investigated in various facets in the literature (for an overview see Verschaffel et al., 2020). Word problems can 

be distinguished between mathematical word problems without contextual references to the real words e.g., “what is the sum of 

1/2 and 2/3”, and word problem with contextual references to the real world such as “Karin take a half pizza funghi and a quarter 

pizza margarita. How much pizza does Karin eat?” Word problems with real world contextual references are also known as 

modeling problems or modeling task (Verschaffel et al., 2020). 

One mayor challenge for solving mathematical words problems is besides the required domain specific requirements, e.g., 

mathematical abilities, cognitive demands, the personal or tasks-based requirements, especially language abilities of the student 

and linguistic feature of the word problem (Boonen et al., 2013, 2016; Vilenius-Tuohimaa et al., 2008). Therefore, language can 

have an influence on the difficulties of mathematical word problems. To explain the difficulty of linguistic features one perspective 

is the use of language in different contextual situation such academic situations (academic language or more specifically 

mathematics and mathematics language), everyday situations (everyday language) (Halliday, 1993, 2004, 2007, 2014; Lemke, 2012; 

Schleppegrell, 2006).  

Textual features of academic language (Halliday, 2014; Lukin et al., 2011; Morek & Heller, 2012) are associated with high 

linguistic complexity. The concept of academic language can be determined from different perspectives (Morek & Heller, 2012). In 

the context of academic language, the cognitive or epistemic function is highlighted (Maier & Schweiger, 1999; Morek & Heller, 

2012). This means that academic language is used on a cognitive level as a tool for thinking, and thereby assumes the function as 

a descriptive and interpretive tool to extend, simplify, and abbreviate thinking (Klix, 1995; Tomasello, 2008). For the focus on text 

features, academic language can be described under the umbrella term register. The term register is a concept of language 

variation and defines the correspondence between language variation and situation variation (Biber, 2006; Reid, 1956). Thus, a 

register is meant to represent how the use of language corresponds with certain situations (Halliday, 2005). For academic language 

as a register, this means that (typical) text features can be identified that (typically) occur in the context of academic situations. A 

selection of academic language text features is offered by Morek and Heller (2012). In addition, there are further divergent lists of 

academic language text features in the literature, which can be linguistically complex (Gogolin & Lange, 2011; Heine et al., 2018; 

Heppt et al., 2020; Schleppegrell, 2005). Central textual features of academic language are the vocabulary used, nominalization, 

connectors and the frequent use of long nominal phrases or subordinate clause and passive constructions, composites, 

impersonal language. These text features are assumed to lead to high linguistic complexity in a text. 

For other text features there is also evidence that they can reduce the linguistic complexity of a text. For example, text features 

of the everyday register are related to reduce linguistic complexity. This can happen, for example, through contextualization, 

personalization (pronouns), and formation of active sentences of the text (Abedi & Lord, 2001; Cummins et al., 1988; Gogolin & 

Lange, 2011). This can lead, as in the case of contextualization, to an increase in the number of certain text features. Likewise, 

main clauses, known vocabulary, and short sentences are supposed to reduce linguistic complexity, which are often directly 

related to the academic text feature counterpart that increase linguistic complexity, such as pronounced subordinate clause 

constructions, unknown vocabulary, long sentences. Other text features that can reduce linguistic complexity are reference text 

features for coherence building. Text coherence is achieved through strategies to create meaningful connection between 

sentences through certain text features, for example, conjunctions, polysemy, or anaphora, and through other features of the text, 

such as representations (Dittmar et al., 2017; Leiss et al., 2017; McNamara et al., 1996, 2011; McNamara & Kintsch, 1996). Heine et 

al. (2018) list the relevance of coherence structures for linguistic complexity, in the category of uniqueness of form-meaning 

relations, in their analyses. For this reason, textual reference structures and text-image references (as textual features of a 

discontinuous text) also seem to be relevant to reduce linguistic complexity. In view of this, Martiniello (2009) was able to show 

for representations that they can contribute to reduction of linguistic complexity, in case of his study, of mathematical test items. 

To localize where language obstacles occur due to the mentioned text features, in mathematics education it is a frequent 

practice to build dimensions of linguistic features (Heine et al., 2018; Prediger et al., 2019). In the most cases these dimensions are 

construe after theoretical reasons and only few using empirical approaches to evaluate language dimensions (Bednorz, 2021). 

For mathematics education different studies researched about the influence of the linguistic complexity and specific linguistic 

features on the difficulty of mathematical word problems, among other things, for mathematical assessments (Abedi & Herman, 

2010; Abedi & Lord, 2001; Ufer & Bochnik, 2020). Abedi and Lord (2001) have determined differences between numerical formats 

and word problems. Linguistic features have a high relevance for mathematical assessments, especially for learners with low 

language abilities, whose mathematical abilities are likely to be underestimated in assessment due to language obstacles (Abedi 

& Gándara, 2006; Abedi & Herman, 2010; Hofstetter, 2003). Additional studies shows that linguistic feature of mathematical word 

problems have an influence of the difficulties for this kind of tasks. Studies point out that language difficulties can be the basis for 

test constructs irrelevant difficulties for learners who differ in their language abilities (Abedi et al., 2008; Haag et al., 2015; 

Martiniello, 2008, 2009). Martiniello (2008) indicate that the linguistic difficulties of mathematical word problems increase for 
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learners with low language abilities. As a reason for these increased difficulties, relevant linguistic features that are relevant for 

the solution process are worked out in a qualitative analysis. In addition, Haag et al. (2013) consider in their study the effect of 

academic language features on differential functioning of test items with regard to the group of learners with lower language 

abilities. The results also indicates that the linguistic features have an effect to differences in the difficulties of word problems and 

that the linguistic features are cause a high proportion of differential item functioning (Haag et al., 2013). Martiniello (2009) can 

show that the influence of linguistic features on linguistic complexity results in a positive effect on the difficulties of mathematical 

word problems. Martiniello (2009) explicitly refers to the connection between linguistic complexity and linguistic features, 

especially of the academic language, which contribute significantly to the difficulties of mathematical word problems. 

Application of Machine Learning in Education for Text Analysis 

ML is a relatively new high potential approach for the analysis of data (especially for big data). Jordan and Mitchell (2015) have 

defined ML as learning process of computers with the goal of automatically improvement. This definition focused on ML 

supervised learning techniques of a computer, especially neural networks. In addition, unsupervised learning techniques as 

dimension reduction, clustering, and regressions are also potential ML approaches to identify underlying patterns of data 

(Gentleman & Carey, 2008; Nelson, 2020; Rosenberg & Krist, 2021). Different applications in the fields of Technology and Science, 

Marketing, Sociology or Politics and also in Education and educational research are possible in using ML. 

Educational researchers are using ML, e.g., for construing or evaluating intelligent tutoring systems, interactive learning 

environments, adaptive learning and for NLP, e.g., for text analysis (Abidi et al., 2018; Aleven & Koedinger, 2002; Amir et al., 2014; 

Balyan et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020; Conati & Merten, 2007; Gobert & Sao Pedro, 2016; Holstein et al., 2019; Mousavinasab et al., 

2021; Ortmann & Dipper, 2019; Roll & Wylie, 2016). 

NLP approaches and the potential of text analysis are used in different ways in educational research (Almatrafi et al., 2018; Lin 

et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2020). One major application is the automation of coding procedures for educational research (Nelson et al., 

2018). A second applications is the analysis of linguistic features and the evaluation of linguistic complexity with NLP methods 

(Alexopoulou et al., 2017; Weiss & Meurers, 2019). Another perspective are unsupervised ML techniques like dimension reduction 

methods, to analysis linguistic features to reveal latent linguistic structures (Biber, 2006). The dimension reduction procedure 

systematizes the linguistic feature and can be used to explore the dimensional structure of linguistic feature (Biber & Egbert, 2018; 

Conrad, 2015). Biber (2006) interpreted the dimension and the linguistic patterns as variation of linguistic feature and stated that 

the constitution of the patterns is because of a mutual language function of the linguistic features (Biber & Conrad, 2019; Biber & 

Gray, 2013a; Biber et al., 1998, 2016; Conrad, 2015).  

The analysis process for language dimension can be differentiated in three steps with two steps which involves ML techniques. 

The first step is an evaluation of the frequencies of linguistic features, mostly with NLP techniques to build up the text corpus as 

data source. The second step is the dimensions reduction process of the linguistic features with a factor analysis to explore hidden 

linguistic pattern. The third step is a functional interpretation of the evaluated linguistic patterns (Biber & Egbert, 2018). Biber 

(2006) used the dimensional approach for macro- and microscopic analysis for the evaluation of linguistic pattern structures, 

which are called language dimensions, for different type of text, such as texts with academic or everyday language, (Biber, 1985, 

2006; Biber & Gray, 2013a, 2013b, 2016). The awareness of this linguistic pattern could be used for further analysis of the linguistic 

complexity of mathematical word problems. 

In order to make conclusions about the language dimensions, it is necessary to collect a higher number of text and additionally 

linguistic features (Biber & Reppen, 2002). Therefore, McEnery and Hardie (2012) called this approaches highly statically and time-

consuming analysis. Regarding to this, Conrad (2015) stated that this problems, especially in an effectiveness perspective, could 

be a reason why this approach has a modest spreading in education research so far. This is why ML techniques are needed to 

analyse language dimensions to make this a rational approach for educational research, with existing digital infrastructures such 

as NLP analysis tools, existing references corpora and software for the analysis. 

Research Questions 

To solve a mathematical word problems domain specific abilities are necessary. Different studies pointed out that also 

language specific requirements are important and can have an influence for the solution of mathematical word problems (Abedi, 

2006; Abedi & Lord, 2001; Boonen et al., 2013; Kiplinger et al., 2000; Martiniello, 2009; Pongsakdi et al., 2020). Linguistic features, 

such as features of the academic language, can lead to language obstacles for the word problems (Kieffer et al., 2009; Snow & 

Uccelli, 2009).  

To analyzing language obstacles a typically process in mathematics education is to sort the linguistic features in dimensions. 

Mostly researcher build these dimensions after a theoretical perspective such as a sorting of linguistic features after word, 

sentence, and text basis (Prediger et al., 2019). However, in the context of mathematical words problems and the linguistic 

complexity of these tasks, it is unclear what latent linguistic structure could be determined empirically and which implication on 

the linguistic complexity of mathematical word problems can be made. Dimensional reduction of linguistic features such as the 

approach of Biber (2006) can be a possible way to identify hidden linguistic feature patterns in language dimensions which are 

possible causal reasons for the linguistic complexity and for feasible obstacles in solving mathematical word problems. Therefore, 

the objective of this study is to identify different language dimensions of mathematical word problems, classify this patterns and 

discuss potential implication for the linguistic complexity. The authors of this study address following research questions: 

1. RQ1. Which linguistic dimensional structures existing for mathematical word problems? 

2. RQ2. Which classification of mathematical word problems with the dimensional structures can be made? 

3. RQ3. What implication on linguistic complexity could be made for the different classified mathematical word problems? 
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METHODOLOGY 

Sample 

We have selected n=342 mathematical word problems for the study from German secondary mathematical schoolbooks, 

whereby 47 mathematical word problems were chosen from a mathematical assessment instrument (PALMA) (Murayama et al., 

2013). The mathematical word problems are distrusted as a percentage to algebra with functions and calculus (58.57%), geometry 

(25.58%), and stochastics (15.58%). The distribution of the word problems to the mathematical content fields is in accordance 

with the curricular occurrence in the secondary school in Germany. Furthermore, we have raised 17 linguistic features for all of the 

selected 295 mathematical word problems. We have selected the linguistic features according to the relevance in literature, with 

a focus on linguistic features of the academic language (Biber & Gray, 2013b; Heppt et al., 2020; Schleppegrell, 2012). Firstly, we 

have selected linguistic features with a direct mathematical relationship (mathematical terms, numbers, discontinuous text, or 

mathematical symbols). Secondly, we selected linguistic features that are important for text relations (conjunctions, 

prepositions). Thirdly, we have collected features that have a connection to academic language (impersonal language, lexical 

diversity, proportional density, nominalization, compounds). And finally, we have chosen feature with a high occurrence in the 

everyday language (filler words, common words, present perfect, modal verbs, and synonyms).  

Data Analysis 

We distinguished the data analysis of this study in three processes.  

Text to data  

The first data analysis process is the analysis of the linguistic features and using text as data, with NLP. Therefore, we have 

analyzed the 295 mathematical word problems using POS-tagging to determine the 17 linguistic features automatically and 

calculated the frequencies of the features. We have used R for the text analyses with the package koRpus (Michalke, 2018).  

Factor analysis 

The second process of data analysis are using the collected data and to perform a factor analysis to reveal the dimensional 

linguistic structure. For the analysis we have used a principal component analysis with an oblique rotation technique. We have 

chosen the oblique rotation, because the dimensional structures of linguistic features can correlate with each other (Biber, 2006). 

We have used R for the factor analysis with the package psych (Revelle, 2021). The test criteria for a factor analysis were satisfied. 

For the correlation matrix of the quantified text features, Bartlett’s test becomes significant with χ2=1,672.36 (p<.001). Thus, the 

existing correlation matrix is significantly different from an identity matrix. The KMO or MSA values are the most appropriate 

method for testing the correlation matrix and should be necessarily tested before conducting a factor analysis (Kaiser, 1974). The 

overall KMO value for the present data for factorization is 0.67, which is in the upper range of medium suitability (≥.6 medium and 

≥.7 fairly good). The MSA values for all variables are ≥0.50, which is in the adequate range. Removing variables with low MSA values 

could increase the global KMO value and improve the fit of the correlation matrix. Since variables that are particularly relevant for 

mathematics, such as mathematical terms, have low MSA values, we will continue the factor analysis with the existing linguistic 

features variables.  

Latent class analysis 

For the third process of the data analysis, we have performed a latent class analysis to classify the dimensional linguistic 

structures of the factor analysis in cluster. Therefore, we have used the z-scored factor scores from the language dimensions. 

Because of the z-scoring of the dimensions, positive numbers mean it is in the upper part of the distribution of the factor scores, 

and a negative number mean it in the lower part of the distribution of factor scores. z-scores have a distribution like, that a plus 

one means a positive standard deviation and minus one means a negative standard deviation. Which we have selected as the 

bases for a weighting of the results for the interpretation. After performing the cluster analysis, we have computed the distribution 

of the z-scores according to the clusters, for the following classification. We have used R for the cluster analysis with the package 

mclust (Scrucca et al., 2016). 

RESULTS 

Dimensional Reduction with a Factor Analysis 

The first decision for a factor analysis to make, is to choose the numbers of dimensions. There are different methods to 

determine the number of dimensions. The two common methods are the very-simple-structure (VSS) criterion and the parallel 

analysis. We have carried out the two procedures below and then we have discussed, which number of factors we have extracted. 

Revelle and Rocklin (1979) designed the VSS criterion as a procedure for determining the optimal number of dimensions. By using 

the VSS criterion, the fit of a given number of dimensions loadings to the loading matrix is determined by deleting all but the c 

largest loadings per item, where c is a measure of factor complexity. This allows to compare a simplified model to the original 

correlations, with the VSS criterion reaching the highest value between 0 and 1 for an optimal number of dimensions.  

Figure 1 shows the results of the VSS criterion and that for a VSS complexity of c=1, the highest VSS fit value is obtained for 

two factors. Also, Figure 1 shows that the highest VSS fit values have the three-dimensional solution with a complexity of c=3 and 

for a five-dimensional solution with a complexity of c=4. The highest VSS fit for three-dimensional VSS (3)=0.70 is as high as that 
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for five-dimensional with VSS (4)=0.70. The VSS criterion results tend to indicate a three- or five-dimensional solution. To compare 

the results of the VSS fit, we have performed a parallel analysis as another criterion. This provides another indicator to check which 

number of dimensions we should extracted for further analysis, thus allowing a more explicit determination. Parallel analysis 

compares the existing data set with solutions of random data that have the same properties as the existing data set. The bootstrap 

procedure draws 1,000 bootstrap samples from the existing data set to reproduce the dimensional structure through a secondary 

sample to obtain an empirical sampling characteristic distribution. In Figure 1, the lower non-straight horizontal line indicates 

the result of parallel analysis. 

According to the parallel analysis criterion, a solution with five dimensions is optimal. This result coincides with the VSS fit 

with five dimensions at a dimensional complexity of c=4. Considering and comparing the two methods, the extraction of five 

dimensions seems to be the optimal choice. When choosing the number of dimensions, two aspects are important. On the one 

hand, if the number of dimensions is too high, there is a risk that not all factors can be interpreted in a meaningful way. On the 

other hand, if the number of dimensions is too low, there is a risk that information regarding relevant structures will be lost. For 

this reason, we have extracted the three- and five-dimensional solutions to examine which of the dimensional solutions show 

relevant latent linguistic structures. To contrast the results and to be sure that the three- and five-dimensional solution are 

optimal, we have extracted the four-dimensional solution with an also high VSS fit too. 

In Figure 2, the different solutions of the factor analysis are shown. Recognisable are the latent linguistic structures in the 

correlation diagrams for all three feasible solutions. For the three-dimensional solution the first dimension structures especially 

conjunctions, prepositions, impersonal language, modal verbs, filler words, synonyms, lexical diversity, nominalization, and 

present perfect. The second dimension structures particular compounds, discontinuous text, and passive. The third dimension 

have a high correlation with numbers, mathematical symbols, and mathematical terms. And with a negative correlation common 

words and propositional density. 

For the four-dimensional solution the first dimension combined particular mathematical terms, preposition, numbers, 

conjunctions, nominalization, mathematical symbols, and filler words. The second dimension have high correlations with 

compounds, passive, discontinuous text, and lexical diversity. The third dimension have a high relationship with linguistic features 

like lexical diversity, synonyms, modal verbs, and present perfect. The last dimensional structure sums up common words, 

impersonal language, and propositional density. The five-dimensional solution have high correlation for the first dimension with 

conjunctions, impersonal language, prepositions, nominalization, and filler words. The second dimension have high correlation 

with compounds, passive, discontinuous text, and lexical diversity. The third dimension have a strong positive relationship with 

lexical diversity, synonyms, modal verbs, present perfect and negative relationship with discontinuous text, and mathematical 

terms. The fourth dimension structures common words and propositional density and have a negative correlation with numbers. 

The fifth dimension is strongly characterized by mathematical symbols and in smaller proportion by mathematical terms. 

Stable linguistic structures above all dimensional solutions 

Single structures are stable above all dimensional solutions. One strong relationship between linguistic features are 

conjunctions and prepositions as text relation structures with filler words and nominalization. These linguistic features occur in 

all dimensional solutions for the first dimension. A second stable linguistic structure is a combination of compounds, passive and 

discontinuous text which occur for all dimensional solution in the second dimension. Another linguistic structures which occur is 

the relationship between lexical diversity, synonyms, modal verbs, and present perfect. This linguistic structure occurs for the 

three-dimensional solution in the first dimension, constituting mostly the third dimension in the four and five-dimensional 

solutions. Furthermore, common words and propositional density have a strong relationship. In the three-dimensional solution 

 

Figure 1. Selection of the number of dimensions for factor analysis by two possible methods. On the left the VSS procedure to 

determine the optimal number of dimensions. On the right, the parallel analysis, which uses a bootstrap procedure to repurpose 

a data structure to determine the optimal number of dimensions. The VSS criterion points to an optimal number of three 

dimensions for a dimensional complexity of two and five dimensions for a dimensional complexity of three. The parallel analysis 

represents that a factor solution of five factors is probably optimal (Source: Authors’ own illustration) 
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both linguistic features have a negative correlation with the third dimension and distinguished from numbers, mathematical 

symbols, and mathematical terms. The negative relationship between these two linguistic features and numbers also occurs in 

the five-dimensional solution in the fourth dimension. Not so strong are the relationship between mathematical terms, 

mathematical symbols, and numbers. They constituted in positive correlation the last dimension in the three-dimensional 

solution, have a strong correlative impact for the first dimension for the four-dimensional solution, but in the five-dimensional 

solution mathematical symbols are the major linguistic feature for the fifth dimension although it has only a low relationship with 

mathematical terms left and no considerable correlation with numbers. 

The correlative relationship between the linguistic features and the dimensional structures are shown in Table 1. 

 

Figure 2. Three rotated dimensional solution with different dimension extracted. On the left the solution with three dimension. 

On the middle the four dimensional solution. On the right the solution with five dimensions considered. To see in the figure are a 

correlation diagram of the dimensional structures of the different solutions. The size and the colouring of the circles indicates the 

correlative relationship to the dimension. Blue indicates a positive correlation between linguistic feature and dimension. Red 

indicates a negative correlation between both (Source: Authors’ own illustration) 

Table 1. Variable correlation with the dimensional structure 

 
Three dimensions Four dimensions Five dimensions 

1 2 3 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 5 

Linguistic features variables             

Mathematical language Mathematical terms   0.33 0.70  -0.43  0.48  -0.50  0.33 

Numbers 0.44  0.58 0.59    0.42   -0.45  

Discontinuous text  0.56   0.43 -0.32   0.42 -0.36   

Mathematical symbols   0.47 0.47        0.91 

Text relations Conjunctions 0.65   0.57   0.42 0.73     

Prepositions 0.58   0.63    0.53     

Academic language Nominalisation 0.41   0.50    0.50     

Passive  0.41   0.47    0.46    

Impersonal language 0.53   0.37   0.45 0.63     

Lexical diversity 0.43    0.43 0.42   0.45 0.45   

Propositional density   -0.49  0.33  0.38  0.33  0.54  

Compounds  0.74   0.84    0.81 0.81   

Everyday language Common words 0.36  -0.59    0.71    0.63  

Present perfect 0.39     0.36    0.35   

Synonyms 0.51     0.63    0.59   

Modal verbs 0.52     0.42  0.31  0.42   

Filler words 0.52   0.37    0.41     

Note. Linguistic features correlation with r>.3 with different dimensional solutions. Linguistic features are ordered after typical allocation that are 

made in the literature. From mathematical linguistic features, features for text relations, features, which are often connected to academic and last 
one to everyday language. This is a simplification of possible allocation, but makes interpretation of linguistic structures feasible 
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Additionally, we have made a connection of the linguistic features with typically associated contextual situations. It should be 

notice that the made connections are only helping structures for the interpretation and labelling of the results. The allocation 

between linguistic features and situation is not discrete but continuous as Biber (2006) mentioned. Therefore, we have made these 

connections between features and typically situations, because of the most reasonable frequency of linguistic features in the 

different contextual situation. 

Labelling the linguistic structures 

To have a conceptual reference the linguistic structures maintain a label, related to the specification of the linguistic features 

on the dimensions. The differentiation of the linguistic features in Table 1 shows that the first dimension for all solution extends 

over all types of linguistic features. Because of that, we have labelled this structure structure mix (ST mix). The second structure 

are existing for all dimensional solutions in the second dimension. This dimension subsumes linguistic feature mostly from the 

mathematics and academic language. Therefore, we have labelled this linguistic structure as mathematics, academic language 

mix (MAL mix). In some dimensions mathematics language features appears alone, like in dimension five for the five-dimensional 

solution, or are the only positive related linguistic features to a dimension like in the third dimension in the three-dimensional 

solution. For this reason, we have labelled that structure mathematics language mix (MA mix). Other linguistic structures are 

related to the academic or everyday language. They exist for the third and fourth dimension for the five-dimensional solution and 

third dimension for the four-dimensional solution each time with a negative correlation with linguistic features for mostly 

mathematical purposes. Because of the occurrence of the academic and everyday language in this structure and the always 

negative relationship to mathematics language we have labelled this structure academic, everyday language and negative 

mathematics language mix (AEL-NM mix). Furthermore, the connection between features from the academic or everyday language 

are also related to text relation for the four-dimensional solution in the last dimension. Therefore, we have labelled this structure 

as academic, everyday language and text relation mix (AELR mix).  

Table 2 depicts the summary of the results of the dimensional reduction of the linguistic features. 

Classification of the Mathematical Word Problems 

After the analysis of the different dimensional solution and the labelling of relevant structures, the next part of the examination 

is the classification of the word problems with the dimensional structure with a cluster analysis. Likely as for the factor analysis, 

the first step is to explore how much cluster are reasonable to select. Therefore, we have performed 14 different Gaussian models 

with a variation of possible cluster ellipses which differed in distribution, volume, shape, and orientation. Numbers of clusters 

were select with a minimal BIC as best solution. The results of the comparison of the different models are shown in Figure 3. 

The optimal number of clusters for the five-dimensional solutions is according to the BIC criteria a three-cluster solution (VEE 

(ellipsoidal equal shape) BIC=-3,849.843). Other possible numbers of clusters are three (VVE-BIC=-3,868.625) and four (EEE=-

870.034). 

Table 2. Summary of the results of the dimensional reduction of the linguistic features and labelling of characteristic structures 

Stability of the linguistic feature structures Allocation to different types of linguistic features structures Label 

Strong relationships Occurs Types Examples  

Conjunctions, prepositions, 
filler words, & nominalisation 

All dimensional solutions (first 
dimension) 

1. Mixture over all types of 
linguistic features 

Dimension one all dimensional 
solutions 

ST mix 

Compounds, passive, & 

discontinuous text 

All dimensional solutions 

(second dimension) 

2. Linguistic features mostly for 

mathematics purposes and 

academic language 

Dimension two all dimensional 

solutions 

MAL mix 

Lexical diversity, synonyms, 

modal verbs, & present perfect 

Three-dimensional solution 

(first dimension) 

Four- & five-dimensional 
solutions (mainly constituting 

the third respectively five 

dimension) 

3. Linguistic features of 

academic or everyday language 

and features for text relations 
 

Dimension four for the four-

dimensional solution 

 

AELR mix 

Common words & propositional 

density 

Three-dimensional solution 

(third dimension with negative 

correlation to numbers, 
mathematical symbols, & 

terms) 

Four-dimensional solution 

(second dimension with 

correlation to lexical diversity) 

4. Linguistic features of 

academic or everyday language 

and negative correlated to 
features for mathematics 

purposes 

Dimension three & four for the 

five-dimensional soliton. 

Dimension three for the four-
dimensional solution 

AEL-NM mix 

Mathematical terms, 
mathematical symbols, & 

numbers 

Three-dimensional solution 
(third dimension) 

Four-dimensional solution 

(strong impact for the first 

dimension) 

Five-dimensional solution (only 
a small correlation between 

mathematical symbols & terms) 

5. Only (positive) linguistic 
features for mathematics 

purposes 

Dimension three for the three-
dimensional solution 

Dimension five for the five-

dimensional solution 

MA mix 
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The BIC criteria indicate for the three-dimensional solution an optimal number of two cluster (VII-[spherical varying volume] 

BIC=-2,006.633). Other options are also two (VEI-BIC=-2,015.356) or four cluster (VII-BIC=-2,015.672). For the four-dimensional 

solution the BIC criteria indicate a three cluster solution (VEE-[ellipsoidal equal shape] BIC=-1,591.188). Further possible cluster 

solutions, with a clearly higher BIC, are two clusters (VEE-BIC=-2,596.199), and three clusters (EEE-BIC=-2,602.898). 

With the feasible best number of clusters for all dimensional solution we have calculated the frequency distribution to classify 

the different clusters. Figure 4 shows the results of the calculation. Because the linguistic feature variables were z-scored after the 

dimensional reduction, the scores of the y-axis are also z-scored. With the z-scored distribution of the factor scores we have 

weighted the difference of one standard deviation, as a big difference to the mean. We weighted a half standard deviation (0.5) as 

an average difference to the mean and we have weighted a quarter standard deviation (0.25) as a slightly difference to the mean. 

If it possible for the classification we have only considered big and average differences. If we only can distinguish slightly 

differences, we have considered slightly difference too. 

Classification of word problems according to the three-dimensional solution 

The clusters of the three-dimensional solution have two strongly different distribution of frequencies on the clusters. The first 

cluster is characterized with a slightly to almost average negative difference to the mean. Whereby the first ST mix dimension has 

the highest, the second MAL mix dimension has the medium high, and the third MA mix dimension the lowest differences. For the 

second cluster the differences to the mean are overall positive with differences to the mean around a quarter standard deviation. 

The distribution is similar, the only difference is that the second MAL mix dimension has a slightly lower difference to the mean as 

the third MA mix dimension. Because of the explained distributions mathematical word problems from the first cluster, we have 

classified as low level dimensional structured (LL). Mathematical word problems from the second cluster we have classified as 

slightly level dimensional structured (SL).  

Classification of word problems according to the four-dimensional solution 

The clusters of the four-dimensional solution have also two clusters (one and three) with a similar distribution of frequencies 

but with positive (one) and negative (three) orientation. Additionally, to those clusters, the second cluster have for all dimensions 

a low differences to the mean. The first cluster have a big difference to the mean for the first ST mix dimension. Also, an average 

difference has the second MAL mix dimension. The third AEL-NM mix dimension just reach a slightly high difference to the mean. 

For the second cluster the first ST mix dimension reach a negative quarter differences to the mean and almost to a quarter negative 

differences for the third AEL-NM mix dimension. The other dimensions are average characteristic for the second cluster. The third 

cluster are differing from the other clusters with the negative distribution of frequency to the mean for the first ST mix dimension, 

with an average to big negative difference to the mean, and the second MAL mix dimension, with slightly over average negative 

difference to the mean. Because of that result, mathematical word problems from the first cluster we have classified as high ST 

MAL dimensional structured (HSM). Word problems from the second cluster we have classified as medium dimensional structures 

(MED). We classified mathematical word problems form the third cluster, as low ST MAL dimensional structured (LSM). 

 

Figure 3. Representation of ellipses of isodensity for 14 Gaussian models receive by Eigen-decomposition for the five, three, and 

four dimensional solution for different number of components (clusters), to select the optimal number of clusters. Ellipses vary in 

distribution, volume, shape, and orientation (Source: Authors’ own illustration) 
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Classification of word problems according to the five-dimensional solution 

The results of the cluster analysis for the five-dimensional solutions shows a diverse explanation of the frequency distribution 

of the dimensional structure for the word problems. The first cluster have slightly high, for the fourth AEL-NM mix dimension, to 

average positive differences to the mean for the second MAL mix dimension. Because the AEL-NM occurs for the five-dimensional 

solution twice, in different manifestation of linguistic features, in the third and fourth dimension, it has also had a slightly negative 

differences to the mean. Furthermore, an average negative difference to the mean has the fifth MA mix dimension. The second 

cluster have average to a big negative difference to the mean for the first ST mix dimension, for the second MAL mix dimension, 

and for the fifth MA mix dimension. For the positive difference only the fourth AEL-NM mix dimension have a slightly high positive 

difference to the mean. The third cluster have average positive differences to the mean for the first ST mix dimension and the third 

AEL-NM mix dimension. Moreover, the cluster have a big positive differences to the mean for the fifth MA mix dimension. The fourth 

AEL NM mix dimension reached average negative differences to the mean. Because of these results of the dimensional structures 

word problems that can be located in the first cluster we have classified as low average MA mix dimensional structured (LAM). 

Furthermore, we have classified the second cluster as low ST, MAL, and MA mix dimensional structured (SMM). 

In the third cluster MA mix dimensions highly occurs. Also, ST and the third AEL-NM mix dimensions are common dimensional 

structures for this cluster. The fourth AEL-NM mix dimensions occurs in lower average frequencies for this cluster. Because of the 

results of the distributed frequencies of the dimensional structures the word problems in this cluster are classified as HMASTA+LA 

mathematical word problems (Table 3). 

Possible Implication for the Linguistic Complexity of Mathematical Word Problems 

Finally, the classified mathematical word problems for the different dimensional solution should be the basis for implication 

for the linguistic complexity of mathematical word problems. According to the literature academic and mathematics language 

feature should increase the linguistic complexity of mathematical word problems (Abedi, 2006; Schleppegrell, 2012; Schmitt et al., 

2011; Snow & Uccelli, 2009). The only linguistic structures that could reduce the linguistic complexity are structures with linguistic 

features from the everyday language (Cummins, 2017; Gogolin & Lange, 2011). However, for this study linguistic structures with 

only features from the everyday language cannot been observed, because of that the conclusion can be made, that all linguistic 

structure in this study potentially increase the linguistic complexity. 

 

Figure 4. Frequency distribution of the dimensions for each cluster. On the upper left corner for the three dimensional solution. 

On the upper right corner for the four dimensional solution. On lower left corner for the five dimensional solution. The distribution 

shows the z-scored frequencies of the dimensional structure (Source: Authors’ own illustration) 

Table 3. Summary of the classification of the word problems according to the dimensional structures 

Three-dimensional solution Four-dimensional solution Five-dimensional solution 

Low level dimensional structured word 

problems (LL) 

High ST MAL dimensional structured (HSM) Low average MA dimensional structure (LAM) 

Slightly level dimensional structured (SL) Medium dimensional structures (MED) Low ST, MAL, & MA dimensional structure (SMM) 

 Low ST MAL dimensional structured (LSM) High MA mix to average ST and third AEL NM mix 

dimensional structure with low average fourth 

AEL NM mix dimensional structure (HMASTA+LA) 
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For word problems with three-dimensional structure 

The three-dimensional solution is characterized by the ST, MAL, and MA mix dimensions. The classified LL mathematical word 

problems are a group of mathematical word problems with overall a low frequencies of all dimensions. That means that in 

relationship to the whole data set of mathematical word problems, for these kinds of mathematical word problems the ST, MAL, 

and MA mix dimensions occur less frequently for the three-dimensional solution. Because of that, it is plausible that LL 

mathematical word problems have a lower linguistic complexity as SL word problems. In contrast to LL mathematical word 

problems SL mathematical word problems have a slightly higher occurrence of the ST, MAL, and MA mix dimensional structures. 

Therefore, is likely that SL mathematical word problems have a higher linguistic complexity than for the LL word problems. 

However, because of the only slightly higher occurrence, the linguistic complexity should be only slightly/medium intense.  

For word problems with four-dimensional structure 

For the four-dimensional solution the dimensions ST, MAL, AEL-NM, and AELR mix dimension are typically. The HSM 

mathematical word problems have a high occurrence of ST and MAL mix dimensions and because of that they should have a higher 

linguistic complexity than the other classified word problems. MED mathematical word problems don’t have a noticeable 

distributed frequency over zero, so it is likely that they have a middle range linguistic complexity. LSM mathematical word 

problems have a low occurrence of ST and MAL mix dimensions, because of that it is plausible that they have a lower linguistic 

complexity in contrast to the other groups for this solution.  

For word problems with five-dimensional structure 

The dimensional structure of the five-dimensional solution is characterized by ST, MAL, AEL-NM, and MA mix dimensions. For 

LAM mathematical word problems, it exists a lower average occurrence of MA mix dimensions. Furthermore, the third AEL-NM mix 

dimensions also occurs slightly lower. LAM mathematical word problems have slightly higher occurrence of MAL mix dimensions. 

In summary it is most likely that LAM mathematical word problems could have a lower linguistic complexity, whereby it should be 

noted that LAM word problems have a slightly higher occurrence of MAL mix dimensions which can have an influence on the 

linguistic complexity of LAM word problems. For SMM mathematical word problems ST, MAL, and MA mix dimension occurs in 

average to highly lower as in other mathematical word problems. Also, the fourth AEL-NM mix dimension have a slightly higher 

occurrence in this mathematical word problems. Because of the occurrence of the dimensions, it is mostly plausible that this 

mathematical word problems have a lower linguistic complexity. However, it should be noted that SMM mathematical word 

problems have a slightly higher occurrence of the fourth AEL-NM mix dimension. HMASTA+LA word problems have a high 

occurrence of MA mix dimension and an average occurrence of ST and the third AEL-NM mix dimensions. Therefore, it is plausible 

to assume that the HMASTA+LA mathematical word problems have a high linguistic complexity. Although it is notable that 

HMASTA+LA mathematical word problems have a lower average occurrence of the fourth AEL-NM mix dimensions which can have 

an impact on the linguistic complexity of this word problems. Table 4 shows the summarized results of the possible implication 

of the linguistic complexity of the classified mathematical word problems. 

DISCUSSION 

This study focuses on the exploratory analysis of the linguistic complexity of mathematical word problems. Different studies 

shows that the linguistic features have an influence on the solution of mathematical word problems (Abedi et al., 2020; Martiniello, 

2009; Plath & Leiss, 2018). Especially linguistic features that primarily are assigned to the academic language or mathematical 

language (in generally content dependent linguistic features) causes possible language obstacles and increasing the linguistic 

complexity of a text (Schleppegrell, 2005; Snow & Uccelli, 2009). The approach of this study focuses on unsupervised ML techniques 

to explore latent linguistic dimensions and to classify mathematical word problems according to the frequencies of the 

dimensional structures.  

The results of the dimensional reduction procedure indicated that three- and five-dimensional solution should have the 

highest explanatory power. To contrast the dimensional structure more precisely, we have considered the four-dimensional 

structure too. The classification of mathematical word problems with the linguistic dimensions shows for the solution’s different 

groups of word problems with differential plausible linguistic complexity. For the three-dimensional solution two groups of 

mathematical problem can be differentiated. The first group LL mathematical word problems have probably a low linguistic 

complexity. The second group SL mathematical word problems have according to the results a slightly/medium linguistic 

complexity. The results indicate for the four-dimensional solution a distinction of three groups. Moreover, the results shows that 

Table 4. Summary of the result of the possible implication of linguistic complexity of the classified mathematical word problems 

 Classified mathematical word problems Plausible linguistic complexity 

Three-dimensional solution LL Low 

SL Slightly/medium 

Four-dimensional solution LSM Low 

MED Medium 

HSM High 

Five-dimensional solution LAM Low 

SMM Low 

HMASTA+LA High 
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HSM mathematical word problems seems to have a low, the MED mathematical word problems a medium and the LSM mathematical 

word problems a high linguistic complexity. In respect to the five-dimensional solution three different groups can be distinguished. 

The LAM and SMM mathematical word problems should have a low linguistic complexity. Furthermore, the result indicates that 

HMASTA+LA mathematical word problems should have a high linguistic complexity. Following, the results of the different analysis 

are discussed. 

In the theoretical and empirical analysis of language in educational research, researcher often considered language in 

dimensions. Likewise in mathematics education research language dimensions are used and are mostly differentiation on 

linguistic features of word, sentence, and text basis (Prediger et al., 2019). The structure of this dimensions is in the most cases for 

mathematics education research on a theoretical level. The results of the study extended the picture of the existing mostly 

theoretical patterned language dimensions, with the empirical exploration of language dimensions for mathematical word 

problems especially because of specificity of one domain (only mathematical word problem) of language dimensions in this study. 

Compared to studies that construct the linguistic dimensions theoretically, there are significant differences with those that 

were constructed empirically in this study. For example, Heine et al. (2018) use three dimensions that they use as a basis of 

variation for many different text features. Another common classification of language dimensions involves the word, sentence, 

and text levels (Prediger et al., 2019). These structures are not reflected in the empirical-exploratory procedure for forming the 

language dimensions. Thus, the dimensions result in a mixture of the different levels. For example, for the first factor it is shown 

that the word level (e.g., nominalization, filler words), the sentence level (e.g., conjunctions, prepositions) and the text level (for 

the three-dimensional solution lexical variety) occurs. It also shows that there is no clear structuring with respect to an everyday 

language, academic language, and mathematical language dimension. The dimensions rather show that the different text features 

of everyday, academic, and mathematical language occur together in different dimensions. However, it makes a big difference for 

the linguistic complexity of a text whether only one academic feature occurs in a text or several, or whether the academic feature 

even occurs with other text features which can even simplify the linguistic complexity like for everyday language features or they 

occur with mathematical language features. There seems to be an intrinsic connection between text features based on functional 

aspects (Halliday, 2014) of the text (domain), which can only be uncovered through empirical analysis of many text examples (Ure 

& Ellis, 2014). Which means the analysis reveals the linguistic structures which are a result of language in use for the domain of 

mathematics. At the same time, this also results in the necessity to differently (re)design interventions and materials for language 

education in mathematics for teaching, which at the moment refer especially to the theoretically formed dimensions. 

CONCLUSION 

The study showed that ML techniques, using NLP as an example, can be used for educational purposes. With the help of these 

techniques, large text data can be analyzed, which otherwise could only be examined with the help of qualitative analyses. This 

usually limits the number of cases. With the analysis it was possible to empirically determine language dimensions that occur as 

latent linguistic structures in mathematical word problems. For educational researchers and educators, the language dimensions 

may have important implications for the research and design of mathematics education considering the relevance of language for 

mathematics learning, such as in approaches of task-based language teaching (Ellis, 2020; Lambert, 2020; Lambert & Oliver, 2020; 

Newton et al., 2020). To that extent, language dimensions could serve as a scaffold for students for strategy training for learning 

language (content related) in mathematics. Boonen et al. (2016) plea for reading comprehension skill training, the dimensional 

linguistic structure could be a possible opening for such a skill training in mathematics instruction. Regarding to this the language 

dimension of mathematical word problems and the classification have a direct implication on linguistic complexities, in that 

respect the knowledge of low, medium, or high linguistic complex mathematical word problems educators has the foundation for 

possible scaffold strategies and to structure instructional sequences. An open question for further investigation is a practice-based 

instrument or tool that educators can use for a language task-based teaching. A possible outcome could be an automatically 

analyze and specification of mathematical word problems showing which probable language complexity the word problem could 

have. For this purpose, machine learning methods could be again a promising application for educational purposes to 

administrate individual word problem task or to give individual feedback as response. 

Due to the study design, there are limitations to this study that must be considered. The word problems focus different 

instructional situations (performance or learning situation). The simultaneous consideration word problem for different 

instructional situation in this study may have resulted in structural relationships between text features in the linguistic dimensions 

that would not occur in the same dominant way for a group of tasks (performance or learning situation). Furthermore, the 

instrument considered in this paper for the formation of the language dimension is domain-specific, for this reason the results are 

not suitable for global statements about the structure of word problems or similar tasks in other domains, e.g., for sciences. 

Moreover, the study could not present any conclusions about an empirical relationship between the language dimensions and 

the associated linguistic complexity and task difficulty of word problems. Further evaluation studies could estimate effects of the 

language dimension to task difficulties of mathematical word problems. However, this paper could give a first insight into the 

research field of the analysis of language dimensions. In future studies, the proportion of text features and the text data could be 

increased (big data) by further analyses with NLP as well as ML (Balyan et al., 2020) and possibly provide even more precise 

information on the true structure of language dimensions of mathematical word problems. 
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